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Abstract
We consider the role of reasoning in a resource-
limited controller that explicitly and continuously
models its environment, and uses these models as a
basis for its prediction and action. Several impor-
tant features of such cumulative modeling are iden-
tified, with an emphasis on how abduction and de-
duction can be used to continuously prune and re-
fine the model set towards representing true causal
relations between observed and manipulated vari-
ables.

1 Introduction
All cognitive (and computational) processes are restricted by
time and energy, and while in some cases we may ignore these
constraints when looking at details of a cognitive system’s
operation, one must avoid oversimplifying to the point of ig-
noring so fundamental limitations [12].

We see an embodied cognitive system as a goal-driven
learning controller of a body and its task-environment. By
“goal-driven” we mean that the system actively seeks state
spaces that meet certain conditions (i.e. goals1); by “learn-
ing” we mean that experience can be used to direct subse-
quent behavior in favor of such goal seeking. To target arti-
ficial general intelligence we must assume these are complex
goals composed of a set of sub-goals, each involving a rel-
atively large set of variables spanning potentially long peri-
ods of time, whose successful achievement requires diligent
tracking of time, typically at multiple orders of magnitude.

The environments we are interested in are sufficiently com-
plex and dynamic as to regularly generate novel states, that,
due to the enormous size of all potential combinatorics be-
tween the environment and the goals and sub-goals such a
controller might be required to handle over its lifetime, makes
it practically impossible to code the controller and its permis-
sible states all by hand. To achieve its goals, such a controller
must learn to identify the relevant variables it should observe
and control online, on the job.

1We use the term “goal” in a broad sense, rather than narrow, i.e.
a goal can be anything from a collection of loosely-related variables
with an broad range of permissible values to a single variable with a
specific value and low error tolerance.

As shown by Conant and Ashby’s Good Regulator theo-
rem, every good controller of a system must contain a model
of that system [1]. By “good” the authors mean a controller
that achieves its goals, as measured in light of its specifica-
tion (i.e. the difference between the target state of the world,
as specified by a goal, and the actual state of the world, mea-
sured with the appropriate methods). One challenge such a
controller faces is finding the best balance between identify-
ing and retaining (in memory) only variables that matter to
the task at hand and other related variables that (e.g. in the
future) might interfere or help with tasks/goals. Spending a
lot of time on identifying and modeling seemingly relevant
variables may end up being wasted time, should those models
never be needed. Nevertheless, even in an environment with a
large range of variables spanning broad variability, sufficient
experience with the relevant variables on separate instances of
tasks undertaken should enable a good modeler to make mod-
els that allow it to predict and achieve goals with increasing
accuracy and proficiency. As the quality of models increases,
the frequently of surprises are reduced, and probability com-
promised controller performance is lowered.

Here we describe the use of explicit bi-directional models
in capturing regularities in a task-environment, and how ab-
duction and deduction can work in tandem to build up a model
set that can inform a cumulative modeling process. After a
brief review of prior work, in Section 3 we show that from
the creation of models that can be used for deduction, predic-
tion will also be enabled, and by using such models in reverse
via backward chaining, planning via abduction becomes pos-
sible. In Section 4 we present arguments for how knowledge
which is useful for prediction may be insufficient for achiev-
ing goals, requiring additional explicit causal relations to be
represented. We show how using a single model for two pur-
poses, in a bi-directional role—namely, for both deduction
and abduction—and retaining only those that work in both
roles, produces a model set that captures true causal relations
between observable variables in the environment. The knowl-
edge thus built up is best described as causal-relational.

2 Related Work
Trying to create models that target causal relationship is not
new. For instance, Nguyen-Tuong et al. [3] review aspects
of model learning in the field of robot control. They con-
sider models that are created via classical regression tech-



niques and error measurement, and are only designed as an
help to determine missing data. While their goal overlaps to
some extent with ours, a major difference is in the scope of
the models; whereas their target scope is limited to human-
robot interaction, our approach is entirely model-based and
model-driven.

Vaandrager [11] also addresses the task of model learning.
He presents state machines that are created via membership
queries. With enough queries, it is possible to create a ma-
chine that will be able to fully determine a system behavior.
Similar to Nguyen-Tuong et al. [3], Vaandrager’s goal over-
laps to some extent with ours in that models are used as a
core representation, predicting future states of the world from
current state. However, his modeling process is radically dif-
ferent, being based on state diagrams, which results in overly
complex models. Further, his approach is limited to deter-
ministic and completely known worlds.

As mentioned, we are interested in goal-oriented agents in
diverse task-environments such as the physical world. The
nature of our target environments must in the limit be consid-
ered non-deterministic, as we assume an agent never observes
or knows fully all variables and their relations. Our approach
to task-environments has been described in prior papers [10;
9].

Highly relevant to the present discussion is Pearl’s work on
theoretical and practical aspects of causation [7]. Pearl argues
that human-level intelligence requires modeling cause and ef-
fect, and because conventional machine learning does not,
certain problem solving is forever out-of-reach using only
those methods [8]. One of the key ideas he develops is the
do-calculus [5], which provides rules for determining causal
relations between facts (observations). This allows direct and
indirect effects to be identified. In [6] (p. 36) Pearl states:
“... causality deals with how probability functions change in
response to influences (e.g., new conditions or interventions)
that originate from outside the probability space, while prob-
ability theory, even when given a fully specified joint density
function on all (temporally-indexed) variables in the space,
cannot tell us how that function would change under such ex-
ternal influences. Thus, ‘doing’ is not reducible to ‘seeing’,
and there is no point trying to fuse the two together.” This
work represents a probabilistic theory that directly supports
our work here.

3 Cumulative Modeling
A learning controller placed in a complex world, where plans
are necessary for achieving goals, may proceed by construct-
ing explicit models of the environment. Models are created
based on experience, i.e. observed variables and their rela-
tions, and the process of creating models involves testing
them to estimate their usefulness: The more accurately they
help the controller achieve its goals the more useful they are.
We refer to system that creates models continuously and in-
crementally this way as a CUMULATIVE MODELER. A cumu-
lative modeler is thus a controller that models its environment
in a targeted fashion so as to support its activities intended to
achieve its goals in the environment.

That the modeling is cumulative means that new models

are integrated with prior models, so as to create a greater
whole as the models accumulate, ideally creating a complete
model set that models the controller’s environment to a suffi-
cient level to allow it to achieve its top-level goal(s). Incom-
plete model sets are inevitable for any complex phenomenon
or environment like the physical world, since at any point in
time unobservable variables are a given.

An example of an implemented prototype cumulative mod-
eler is found in Nivel et al. [4]. The main manner in which
this modeler handles variability and dynamics in a task-
environment is via prediction, where values and value ranges
of variables are modeled explicitly to enable generating po-
tential future value ranges from any state. Models created via
our cumulative modeling process can be used to predict the
behavior of the environment (including the controller’s own
body), and becomes the main basis on which actions are cho-
sen/generated. The most common initial state when using
deductive prediction, for any embodied controller in a com-
plex environment, is the now. For this state, to know “what’s
coming”, predictions are done continuously and consistently.
The closer the models match actual relations of variables in
the environment the more useful they are for predicting it, and
the more efficiently and effectively the controller may achieve
its goals by using these to predict the outcomes of its own ac-
tions on the world.

3.1 Deduction for Prediction
For any complex environment, prediction from initial condi-
tions or state Sinit is a key method for determining what what
will happen next. The initial state could be any point in time
t1, e.g. t1 = now, or a hypothetical state of the world. For
prediction, relevant models are initialized with the values of
the relevant variables (e.g. at time t1), and then traced from
antecedent to subsequent states, producing future states, in a
“forward-chaining” fashion. Since models capture relational
transformations in the environment they contain a sequence
of states where one (α) is antecedent and the other (β) is
subsequent. Models may also represent forces (e.g. gravity
or energy) with relevant calculations. The result of forward-
chaining—should they go on for a sufficient duration without
interruption—will tell the controller what is likely to be the
state at some point in time t1 + ∆. What-if scenarios can be
run by varying the initial conditions, e.g. an action that the
controller can take, and observing the change in the predicted
future state.

A model may be created when the controller observes an
event α and a following event β. The model can be seen as
an hypothesis that the observed event α caused the observed
event β, so that when observing again en event α in the future,
this model will predict that β will be observed. (For example,
one can observe that after eating an apple, one is not hungry
anymore.) Models that do this prediction the best (work better
than others) are kept and used, others are deleted. When a
better model comes along it will be preferred over the old
one(s).

The forward-chaining of models is thus a form of deduc-
tion, because as far as the models are concerned – and at any
point in time these are essentially the best knowledge about
the observed environment that the controller has at its dis-
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Figure 1: Relations between three variables α, β and γ.

posal – they are used to compute “inevitable” conclusions
from any state. A complicating factor is of course that typ-
ically, for any controller that has been modeling its environ-
ment for some time, there exist multiple models that may be
relevant for any Sinit, and thus the controller needs a method
for managing this set at any point in time: which ones to use,
which ones to trust, etc.

3.2 Abduction for Planning
The models thus created are always created to respond to cer-
tain goals or goal: If an agent has no top-level goal it will
have nothing to do and nothing to learn, as it has no reasons
to do so. When there is a goal to be attained, the controller
will try to find a way achieve it using existing models, and it
creates new ones if the present ones don’t suffice. To achieve
goals it will initiate the opposite mechanism of prediction: if
A causes B, and there is a model that predicts B from A,
the system will try to make situation A happen – the model’s
cause will become its sub-goal. In the case of the apple, the
system will know that if being satiated is a desired state, eat-
ing an apple will achieve the goal. A controller that has been
modeling for a while in an environment will often have many
ways to achieve its goals.

4 Producing Causal-Relational Models
The bi-directionality of the models moves them towards cap-
turing true causal relations2 between variables of the environ-
ment. To see why, consider the situation where a cause α has
two effects, β and γ (figure 1). We assume that to the modeler
α appears before β and γ, but β and γ appear together. Four
models could be used to describe what is seen every time we
observe these variables:

1. Model M1: β ⇒ γ

2. Model M2: γ ⇒ β

3. Model M3: α⇒ β

4. Model M4: α⇒ γ

2For x to be a deterministic necessary and sufficient cause of y
in conditions z, y must disappear in the absence of x and appear in
the presence of x, given no changes in z.

Any of these models will predict observed events correctly:
If you see β you will see γ, and vice versa; if you see α you
will see β and γ. They can be combined to cover the full
experience with all variables: M3 and M1; M4 and M2; M3

and M4. However, not all of them represent the actual causal
relations, and not all of them can be used to achieve goals in
the α-β-γ domain: If you want to stop seeing γ it does not
help to remove β, or vice versa – to remove either β or γ the
only variable that will help achieve the right sub-goal is α,
as specified by M3 and M4. Thus, when each of these mod-
els is used for both prediction and goal achievement, models
M1 and M2 will be deleted due to their incorrect predictions.
What remains from such a process are only models that cap-
ture causal relations in the domain, to the extent that this can
be represented as relationships between observable variables.

While it would be possible to represent forward relations
and inverse relations separately, rather than combining them
in a single model as proposed here, bi-directional models
makes the representation more compact. Furthermore—and
perhaps more importantly—it is also more likely to make the
models more useful. To illustrate why, consider a circuit with
two buttons A and B, and a light C. When you press A, the
light turns on. When you press A again, the light turns off.
Button B does nothing. Agent X then witnesses someone
pressing simultaneously both buttons many times. (For this
example let’s assume the agent already knows that “buttons
can turn on lights” and that “lights don’t make people push
buttons”.) From its observations X can create at least one
model, namely A + B → C. Alternative models could also
be generated, representing the hypotheses that only a subset
of the events are related, i.e.A→ C andB → C. Given these
three models and a goal of turning the light on (C = true)
when it’s off, a bi-directional model generated from obser-
vation can be read backwards to infer the correct subgoal,
namely to push (one or two) buttons.

Of course, no amount of a-priori reasoning will help de-
termine which of these is most useful: Falsifying one of
the alternative models by pressing only A or B would be
a good strategy. Another would be verify that the two-
buttons-pressed model works. In any case, we see here
how bi-directional causal-relational models help the con-
troller achieve its goals from observation alone. If the agent
just wants to turn the light on and be done with it, the two-
buttons-pressed model will suffice: Pressing both buttons is
the best strategy since, out of the three models, this is the
model that is most consistent with observable evidence and
thus most likely to achieve the goal (there might of course be
hidden mechanisms that prevents X from replicating the goal
the other agent (seemed to) achieve, e.g. a hidden fingerprint
reader in the buttons).

Upon repeated usage, both in observation mode and in
action mode, it can be seen that each modification of the
model set M, using the methods above, makes it more re-
liable within a given sub-domain MD. Repeated usage and
testing of the models increases the overall reliability of the set
as a whole in small steps, as they capture the target phenom-
ena. The system is continuously trying to improve each of its
models, hypothetically reaching the maximum precision al-
lowed by the environment and the alloted time and resources.



When this point is reached, every phenomenon is modeled as
well as possible.

4.1 The Asymmetry of Abduction & Deduction
These models work like the logical implication (⇒), i.e. a
perfect model that says α ⇒ β guarantees that if α is wit-
nessed, β will be witnessed next. But they are non-axiomatic;
in no case are you we assured that if we witness β, α is the
cause. This can be seen also by the fact that if we want to
witness e.g. an event β (which is our goal), trying to achieve
α (make α happen/observed) may or may not be the best so-
lution, but will always be a solution [2].

To illustrate, consider the case where we have perfect mod-
els of a phenomenon. Given an initial state Sinit the variables
(and their values) of that state will tell us with 100% certainty
which models are relevant, and these models will produce
subsequent states with complete perfection. In this case we
will be certain of the future state, given the initial one. Even
if models are not 100% correct, we will have a set of possi-
ble futures, from which there will be only one that will be the
most correct one. In the inverse direction – abduction – this
is not the case: Since in the physical world a subsequent state
Sseq can come about in many ways, given such a subsequent
state and asked to identify the preceding will always require a
choice as to what is found to be the most likely cause. Saying
why the front door is “now open instead of closed” is impos-
sible without more information about particulars of that door
and the activities of agents capable of opening doors.

5 Conclusions
Two important conclusions can be drawn from the preced-
ing considerations. First, using abduction and deduction to-
gether, on models representing relations between variables
in an environment, can help reduce the model set to con-
tain models that approach the actual causal relations between
the variables. Thus, a controller with access to such models
can use prediction to verify a-priori the likely future unfold-
ing of events, given present state, and predict the effects of
its own action and inaction – in other words, to plan. Sec-
ond, even in partially non-deterministic worlds, having mod-
els that approximate causal relations between variables is bet-
ter than having only statistical information because it explic-
itly identifies the relevant variables affected by any action (to
the extent possible), and thus provides better support for goal-
achievement.
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